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This report presents the data from the first series of tests 
conducted on a i/ho scale model of the GAC IT F configuration Earth Orbiting 
Shuttle in the Grtmnn 7 x 10 ft. Low Speed Wind Tunnel. These tests were 
conducted from February 13 to February 28, 1970 on a one shift with overtime 
basis.
 
The job charge number for this test was 10096-301. Cognizant 
engineering personnel were: 
S. Kalemarls Aerodynamics 
A. McBride Aero Test 
J. Wheeler Aero Test
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These tests were designed to provide basic subsonic aerodynamic infor­
mntion on the GAC IIF configuration Earth Orbiting Shuttle. Various lower 
fuselage camber lines and chine radii were tested in an attempt to increase 
the body lift without Introducing a significant loss in longitudinal or 
lateral-directional stability. The wing was moved 200" aft in order to 
pro e greater longitudinal stabillity. Several wing modifications wore 
made to try and increase the stall angle of the wing and delay the subsequent 
pitch up. A simple hinge flap and a split flap were tested to investigate 
the high lift characteristic, of the model. ALso, a canard was tested to 
provide greater lift and to provide a longitudinal trim surface having a 
s.malL drag penalty. 
In addition, base pressure measurement, were taken and several aft 
funelage modifications were made to reduce base drag. 
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DFESCEIflION OF TUNNEL 
The Grumman wind tunnel is an open return, closed throat, Venturi type 
tunnel having a 7 x 10 ft. retangular test section. 
The rectangular entrance section is equipped with radially faired en­
trance fairings to give a bell-mouth effect. A honeycomb is located in the 
entrance section to provide flow straightening, and fine mesh copper screen­
ing has been added forward and aft of the honeycomb to smooth out flow pulsa­
tions.
 
A smoothly faired contraction cone connects the entrance section to the 
test section. Corner fairings begin at the start of the contraction cone and 
gradually increase in size until they enter the test section. The corner fair­
ings in the test section are given a slight downstream divergence to reduce 
bouyancy effects.
 
The diffuser section changes from rectangular at the end of the test 
section to square at the beginning of the transition section, while the trans­
ition section smoothly fairs into a circular section at the propeller ring. 
The test section will accommodate models up to an eight foot wing span. 
The tunnel may be operated at any speed up to 160 mph. At this speed, the mo­
tor is delivering approximately 1200 H.P., giving the tunnel an energy ratio 
of 1.0. 
The balance system measures all forces applied to the model up to the
 
following capacities: Lift, + 4000 lbs. - 2000 lbs., drag and side force +500 
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REYNOLDS NUMBER DYNAMIC PRESSURE STAGNATION TEMPERATURE 




.17 1.6 x 

BALANCE UTILIZED: YOKE-TYPE L.S.W.T. BALANCE 
COEFFICIENT
 
CAPACITY: ACCURACY: TOLERANCE: 
NF +4000 lb to -2000 lbs. 1 .5 lbs. ± .002 
SF 1-40 Ibs 1 .2 lbs. +A + O0 bS IDS 
PM 1 1200 ft-lbs. ft-lb. .005± I n 
YM ± 2200 ft-lbs ± 1 ft-lb. .005 






The data from the six component mechanical balance was transferred to a 
nominal cg located at FS 1094 (nose is at FS o),WL 972, and BL 0, which is 
2.35" aft of and 0.7" below the trunnion pin for the model in the upright 
position. The model constants used for data reduction are listed below: 
SV (Wing area) = 2.50 ft.
2 
mgc (mean geometric chord) = 1.2075 ft.
 
b (wing span) = 2.50 ft. 
The data was corrected theoretically for tunnel blockage and wall effects 
in accordance with the methods set forth in Ref. 1, 2, 3. 
The corrections fnr the tare and interference effects of the support 
system end the tunnel flow angularity were measured at the beginning of the 
test. These values are on file in the Aero Test Department. 
The tuft flow visualization photographs and the base pressure data are 
not presented herein but are in fale in the Aero Test Department. 
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CONFIGURATIONS MIVfSTIGATED 
CONiFIGURAT ION NOMME1LATUBE 
B = BODY 
N= MZZLES 
w = WING 
T = "V" TAIL 
F= FLAPS 
C= CANARD 
K = STRAKE 






B1 N1 WF C0 
33110N W1 2F
Bl10 N1 Wi 4 %' 
6 
GRUMMAN 
MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - (BI)
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: BASIC DESIGN 518 IIF configuration of the GAO
 / 
1/40 scale'Earth Orbiting Shuttle.
 
DRAWING NUMBER: 518 MOD 300 
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE, MODEL SCALE 
f . or7T.It in. or in.2 





Max. Cross-Sectional 887 79.8 
Planfom 5350 48. 
Wetted 
Base 628 56,5 
7
 
MODEL COMPONENT: N (wI)
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Basic Design 518 II f configuration wing of the GAO
 
i/4o scale Earth orbiting Shuttle.
 




















Diehedral Angle, degrees 























Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
 
W.P. of .25 MAC
 


























Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
 
W.P. of .25 MAC
 






























MODEL COMPONENT. TAIL (T)
 














Inb'd equivalent chord 

Outb'd equivalent chord 





At Inb'd equiv. chord
 
At Outb'd equiv. chord
 

















FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE 
i 2 2 
5Lft./ane 46.35 in./panel 
25.8 ft. 7.74 in. 
354 in. 8.85 in. 
140 in, 3.5 in. 





MODEL COMPONENT: FLAPS (F)
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Full span trailing edge flaps
 
1/4o scale 11f configuration GA E.O.S. 
Superscript denotes deflection an degrees 
DRAWING NUMBER:
 
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
 
Area 219.5 t.2/pane 19.8in.2/panel 
Span (equivalent) full span 
Inb'd equivalent chord 
Outb'd equivalent chord 
Ratio movable surface chord/ 
total surface chord 
At Inb'd equiv. chord 11% 
At Outb'd equiv. chord 6W% 




Area Moment (Normal to hinge line) 
10
 
MODEL COMPONENT: CANARD (C) 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Tiangua r Canard 
i/40 scale II frconfiguration GAC E.0.S. 
Superscript denotes deflection 
DRAWING NUMBER: Figure 7 
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Area 50 ft.
2 4.5 in.2 
Span (equivalent) 
Inb'd equivalent chord 
Outb'd equivalent chord 
Ratio movable surface chord/ 
total surface chord 
i0 ft. 3 in. 
At Inb'd equiv. chord 
At Outb'd equiv. chord 








Area Moment (Normal to hinge line) 
1l
 
MODEL COMPONENT. STRAi (K) 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 
at T.E. of wing. 
Perpendicularly mounted on wing. T.E. of strake is 




Inb'd equivalent chord 
Outb'd equivalent chord 
Ratio movable surface chord/ 
total surface chord 
At Inb'd equiv. chord 
At Outb'd equiv. chord 
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1. Positive directions of force coefficients
 




2. For clarity, origins of wind and stability 




Figure 7. Axis systems, shoving direction and sense of force and 
moment coefficisats, angle of attack, and uideslip angle 
i 











base area; m2 , f2 1in2 







aspect ratio, b /S 
wing span or reference span; m, ft, in 
wing chord; m, ft, in 
mean aerodynamic chord or reference 




center of gravity 
center of pressure 
axial force coefficient, FA/qrej 
CAb b CAB ~(Ab/Sre? base 
axial force coefficient, I (Po Pb) /q ] 
CAf CAP forebody axial force coefficient, CA - CAb 
CD CDTOTL drag force coefficient In the wind axis 











C1, s CSL 
C1 W CWL 







drag force coefficient in the stability axissystem, F'/q ref 
lift force coefficient (stability or wind axis) 
FL/q Sref 
rolling moment coefficient m body axis 
system, Mx/q Sref b 
rolling moment coefficient in the stability 
axis system, Mx, s/q Sref b 
rolling moment coefficient in the wind axis 
system, Mx,wq Sref b 
pitching moment coefficient in the body axis
system, M/q Sref I ref 
pitching moment coefficient in the stability 
axis system, C = C 
m,s mn 
pitching moment coefficient in the wind axis 
system, My, w/q Sref ref 
normal force coefficient in the body axis 





SYMBOL SYMBOL DEFINITION 
C CYN 	 yawing moment coefficient in the body axis
 
system, Mz/q Sref b
 
Cn, s CLN 	 yawing moment coefficient in the stability
 
axis system, C = C
n,s n 
Cn CLN 	 yawing moment coefficient in the wind axis
 




C CP pressure coefficient, (p-p.) /q
p
 
C CY side force coefficient (body or stability axis
 
Y system), Fy/q Sef
 
C CC side force coefficient (wind axis system),
C 	 F/q Sref . 
FA axial force; N, lb 
FD drag force in wind axis system; N, lb 
F' drag force in the stability axis system; N, lb 
FL lift force (stability or wind axis system); N, lb 
























side force; N, lb 
normal to axial force ratio 
reference length; in, ft, in (see c)
 








abbreviation for moment reference point
 












rolling moment in the body axis system;
N-m, ft-lb
 


































rolling moment in the wind axis system;N-m, ft-lb 
pitching moment in the body (or stability) 
axis system; N-m, ft-lb 
pitching moment in the wind axis system;N-m, ft-lb
 




yawing moment in the wind axis system;
N-m, ft-lb 
static pressure; N/m 2 ; psi 
total pressure; N/m 2 ; psi 
dynamic pressure; N/m 2 , psi, psf 
Reynold's number per unit length; million/ft. 
2wing area; m , ft2 
2reference area; m , t2 
temperature; OK, °C, OR, OF 
speed of vehicle relative to surrounding 




SYMBOL SYMBOL 	 DEFINITION 
tail incidence positive 	when trailing edge1T 
down, deg 




ALPHA 	 angle of attack, angle between the projection 
of the wind Xw-axis on the body X, Z-plane 
and the body X-axis; deg 
BETA 	 sideslip angle, angle between the wind Xw-axis 
and the projection of this axis on the body 
X-Z-plane; deg 
ratio of specific heats 
r 	 DIHDRL wing dihedral angle; deg 
Bcontrol 	 surface deflection angle; deg 
positive deflections are: 
AILRON aileron - left aileron trailing edge down 
ELVATR elevator - trailing edge down 
RUDDER rudder - trailing edge to the left 
FLAP flap - trailing edge down 
TAB tab - trailing edge down with respect 
to control surface 
P 	 air density; Kg/ff1
3 , slugs/ft3 
B2 BIwith square chine radius (CH # 2 of 518 MOD 305) 
Blo B1 modified to accomnodate wing in the 200" aft position (See Fig. 5). 
W4 i moved 200" aft and faired into fuselage. (See Figure 5). 





SYMBOL SYMBOL 	 DEFINITION 
o 	 pitch angle, angle of rotation about the body 
Y-axis, positive when the positive Z-axis is 
rotated toward the positive X-axis; deg 
* 	 PHI roll angle, angle of rotation about the body X­
axis, positive when the positive Y-axis is 
rotated toward the positive Z- axis; deg 
4' PSI 	 yaw angle, angle of rotation about the body 
Z-axis, positive when the positive X-axis is 
























elevator or elevon 
flap 
rudder or ruddervator 
stability axis system 
tail, or total conditions 






1. 	 Grurrmn Low Speed Wind Tunnel MInua L. 
2. 	 "Lift Interference on Three-Direnslonal Wings", H.C. Garner, and 
"Blockage Effects in Closed or Open Tunnels"; E. W. Rogers, From
 
Subsonic Wind Tunnel Wall Corrections; H. C. Garner et al; October, 1966.
 
3. 	 A Theory of the Blockage Effects on Bluff Bodies an,] Sta Lie] Wlng, in 
a Closed Wind Tunne'; E. C. Mokill; ARC M& 4oo; 1963. 
4. 	 Pretest Outline if Series 7 Tosts on a I/40 ole Design 518-TI F 
Earth Orbital Shuttle In the Grumman Iw Speed Wind Tunnel; 
AR/T-PT-L02; A. McBride, February, 197O. 
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LOW SPEED AERO* CHARACTERISTICS OF GAC CONP, Ifr EARTH ORBITING SHUTTLE 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE, MULTIPLE DATASETS 
DATASETS PLOTTED! _ 
SCL6iI SCLO2l 
DPENDENT . .DEPENDET PLOT PAGE--
VARIABLE VARIABLE BFGINNING / ENDING 
cL ALPHA I I 
CD ALPHA 2 
CLM ALPHA 3 3 






INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
-BaVGdNNING / EPNW- ... 
CN ALPHA 5 5
 




SCLO63 5CL073 SCLO03 SCLI193
 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CL ALPHA 7 7
 
CD ALPHA 
CLM ALPHA 9 9
 
L/D ALPHA 10 10 
DATASES PLOTTED!---________ 
BCLl3 8CL073 OCLOA3 8CLn93 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BrgINNING / ENDING
 
CN ALPHA II I
 






-EPfNDENT . TNhEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
vARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 




LOW SPFED AERO* CHARACTERISTIcs OF GAC CONF. IF EARTH ORBITING SHUTTLE
 






DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BrrINNING / ENDING
 
Co AjPHA - tP 
C[IM ALPHA is is 





DEPENDENT -INDEPENDENT - PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEVINNING / ENDING 
CN ALPHA 17 I7 
CA ALPHA 18 18 
DATASETS PLOTTED: 
SCLnS2 SCL 0 3 2 5CL042 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BFrNNING / ENDING
 
CY BETA 19 19
 
CLN RETA 20 20
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SCLn63 SCLO73 SCLOR3 SCL093 
DEPENDENT DEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BFrINNING / ENDING
 
CL CLM 2q 2q
 






DEPENDENT DEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BP#UNNING / ENDING
 
CL CLm 26 26
 






A tabulated data listing, consisting of all aero data sets, both original
 
and those created in arriving at the plotted material to be presented subse­
quently, is available as an addendum to this report. The tabular listing is
 
made up in three sections:
 
(a) a brief summary list of all data sets containing the identifier,
 
the descriptor, and the resident dependent variables.
 
(b) an expanded list of all data sets, containing the identifier,
 
the descriptor, the resident dependent variables, reference
 
data, parameters and respective values, and independent varia­
ble ranges.
 
(c) 	the full list of all data sets containing all resident or
 
selected aerodynamic coefficients of the data sets as well as
 
the above mentioned information.
 
The listing is currently sent on limited distribution to the following organ­
izations: 
NASA AMES Mr. John Axelson 
NASA LaRC Mr. David Stone 
NASA MSC Mr. Ray Nelson 
NASA MSFC Mr. Jim Weaver 
If copies of this listing are desired, please contact the above or the cog­






Chrysler Corporation Space Division
 


























ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAs DEGREES
 
BATA SET SYMBOL 
IscLois ; 0 
CCFICRATIO DESCRIPTION 
GwrT 279-GAC IXF CONF*EOS-SZNI BETA 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0 000 FLAP 0.000 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 2 5000 SQ FT 
,,€ 0Z1) 13 QTT Zrg-&AC ITF CONF. E03-BZNIWI REFL I EUTS FT 
REFS 2.5000 FT 
XMRP 1094.0040 IN 
YMRP D.0000 in 
MACH I°L?0 ZNRPSCALE 972 00040 .250 IN 
PAGE I
 
LOW SPEED AERO. CHARACTERISTICS OF GAC CONF. IIF EARTH ORBITING SHUTTLE
 











C2 o-.2 __ / 
-to 5 a10 5s 20 25 30 35 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(SCLO6I) 0 GT Z79-GAC IIF CtF.EOS- 2U1 BETA 0 CUQ FLAP 0.000 REFS z 5000 SQ FT 
CSCL021) 0 1 7T279-rAC HF CCfF EOS-2NIWI REFL 1 2075 FT 
REFS 2 5000 FT 
XNRP 1094 0040 IN 
YHRP a noos IN 
ZHPP 972 0004 IN 
SCALE 0 0250 
NACH a 170 
PAGE 2 



















- s -10 - 0 	 to 15 20 25 0 35 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATIONDATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
ISCLO11) a W TT1 27 -GAC IIF CORF EO$- SzNl BETA 0 000 FLAP 0 000 	 REFS 2 5000 So FT(SC 021 0 TT 7:- AC IIF CO F E Cs- vaNli m 	 REFL 1 2 75 FT
 
REFS a $ado FT
 
XMRP 1094 0040 IN. 
Y RP 0 
D ODD IN
ZMRP 972 .0004 I
















-5 5 10 is 2, 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES 
GwTT 279-OAC IXF CONF.EOS-BZN1 BETA 0 000 FLAP 
GwTT zrq-GAc JIF CONF. EOS-BZNIW1 
0.170 
0.000 
25 30 35 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 2 S0o SO FT 
REFL 1 2075 FT 
REFS 2 soon FT 
XMRP 1094 0040 IN 
YMRP 0 0000 IN 



















1-0 a 10 15 20 25 30 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIOURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INrORHATION 
(0CL111 0 OWI 279-GAC IF CONF EOS-B2N1 BETA 0 000 FLAP 0 000 REFS 2 5000 SO FT 
(SCLO21) 3 OWTT 279-GAC IIF COU EOS-B2N1141 REFL I 2075 FT 
REFS 2 5000 FT. 
XHRP 1094 0040 IN 
YNRP 0 0000 IN 
ZHRP 972 0004 IN 




LOW SPEED AERO. CHARACTERISTICS OF GAC CONF. IIF EARTH ORBITING SHUTTLE
 










S .09 _____ 
' 
u 00'0' 
is5 -10 - 5 10 is 20 25 30 35
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(DCLOII) 0 GWTT 279-AC ZIF CONF.EOS-BZN1 BETA 0 000 FLAP 0 000 REFS 2 5000 50 FT
 
(SCLQ21) 0 GWTT e2g-AC TIP COF E0-82IWI REFL 2075 FT

REFB 2 5000 FT
 
XMRP 1094 0040 IN
 
YNRP 0 o0 IN
 
ZMRP 972 0004 IN
 























-0.o- 1-0 5 00 1 5 205 3 0 35 
ANGLE OF ATTACK9 ALPHA. DEGREES 
BATA SET SY'BOL COIFIUPATION OESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 







ZIF CONF EOS-Bl01WA4 0 







CSCLO93) a GVTT Z79-&AC IIF CONF EOS-BICNIU4F30CI XMRF 1094 0040 IN 
YHRP 0 00co IN 
ZNPP 972.0004 IN 
HACH 0.170 SCALE 0 0250 
PAGE 
 7 
















"0 0 5 0O 55 tois 25 30 35
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 







GWTT 279-DAC IIF CONF 
GWTT 27S-GAC Ill COJF 






















ZHPP 972 000 IN 
SCALE 0 0250 
UACP 0GE0 
PAGE 8 
LOW SPEED AERO. CHARACTERISTICS OF GAC CONF. IIF EARTH ORBITING SHUTTLE















"'o2 S051 15 20 25 3n 35 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES
 
OATA SET SYMBOLI SCLOSS 1 0 
(SCLO73}) f3 
CONF16URATIC-H DESCRIPTION 
6W4TT 270-¢,AC IIF CONqF. EOS-B10 IIW4 
rWTT 279-OA C IIF CONF. EOS-S$DNIW,4F3O 
BETA 
FARAMETRIC VALUES 



















YHRP 0 0000 IN 
ZMRF 972 0004 IN 
MACH a 170 CL 0025 
PAGE 
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o- a Bo is 20 2r 30 35 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFrOURATIR DESCRIPTIO PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE: INFORMATION 
'SCLO63) 0 OMT 279-OAC ZIF CONF. EO$-BIONIt4 BETA 0 0O0 FLAP 0 000 REFS 2 5B0D SQ FT 
(SCLO?3) &wGTr zT9-GAc ZIF CONF EOS-B1O#lW4F3D REFL 1 2075 FT 
ISCLOSS) WIGT 279,GAC ZIF CONF EOB-910NIW4F30C REFS 2 saue FT 
(SCLO933 ,WTT 219-GAC TIP CONF. EOS-SlDBl2 F3UClO XMRF 1094 0040 IN 
YMRP a GBoa in
 

















DATA 'ET SYMBOL CONFIOURATION 
ALPHA, DEGPEES 
DESCRIPTION 
faCL063) PARAMETRIC VALUESC) (WTI 279-OAC LIP CORP EOS-BIONIW4 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
COCLO13) 
 rWT 979-OAC LIP CONF. EOS-910NIW4F30 
BETA 0 000 FLAP 0 000 REFS 2 5055 SO FTI OCLU83 REFLIOCLO93 6 WT 279-GAC LIP C F EOS-S1GN1WF30C 2.275 FTa GWTT Z79-OAC [IF CO REFSF EOSB1SNIW4FSgClO L!Scoo FT 





PAGE I I 
LOW SPEED AERO. CHARACTERISTICS OF GAC CONF. IIF EARTH ORBITING SHUTTLE
 










-1 D15 20 25 30 35 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATIONDATA SET SYMBOL CCNFIRATION DESCRIPTION 
BETA 0 DOD FLAP 0 000 REFS 2 $Goa SO FT 
CSCLO13) 0 GWTT ZT9-GAC JIF CONFo EOS-Sl0NlW4F3G REFL 1 2075 FT 
REFS 2 5000 FT 
( OCLO63) G CHIT 279-GAC SIF CMF, COS-SIONIW4 
GWT 279-OAC JIF  EOS-BlUNlW F3OElgIOCLO93) CONF. C DIG W4 DC XHRP 1094 0040 INI SCLDS3) 4 O r
YNRP 0 Cava IN
 

















V 	 1 1
iu l l I I r l ~ l l I lF 1 	 I 
-0'3 s _10 -	 5 10 is 2oa s 30 3S 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIO DESCPIFTIOM 	 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
I S OL10) Q GST 279-OAC IF CCF COS-BJDNIWIZ BETA 0.000 FLAP 0 000 	 REFS 2 spoo SO FT 
(SCLIZ33 [I SWTT 279-DAC 11F CONF. EOS-010IIZK 	 REFL 1 2075 PT
 
REFS 2 5000 FT
 
XMRF 1094 0040 IN
 
YHRFP 0 0000 IN

Z0RF 972 004 1
 
SCALE v 025a
MACH a 170 

PAGE 13 
LOW SPEED AERO. CHARACTERISTICS OF GAC CONF. I1F EARTH ORBITING SHUTTLE
 




















is - 10 [5 20 25 35 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CC*1FIOURATrow DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(5€LI03) o owir 279-*AC I IF CONF. EOS-Sl1)NIWl2 BETA 0.000 FLAP a Boo REFS 2 fl000 SQ FT
ICL11 E SUIT 279-OAC 'IF CONF. EOS-BIONIWIZK REFL 1 2075 FT 
REFS 2 5000 FT
 
XmRP 1094 0040 IN
 
YmRF 0 OOOD IN
 
ZHRP 972 0004 IN
 
HACH 0.110 
 SCALE a 0250
 
PAGE 1.4 
LOW SPEED AERO. CHARACTERISTICS OF GAC CONF, IIF EARTH ORBITING SHUTTLE
 









w LL -.12 u 




ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBO CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
I $CLI 03) 0 GTT 279:aAC IIF COMF COS-BIONIW1Z BETA 0 000 FLAP 0 ao REFS a 5000 $0 FT 
(SCLl13) 0 GWTT 279-GAC JIF CONF. EOS-B1UNIWIZK REFL 1 2075 FT 
REFS 2 5000 FT. 
X4RF 10J94 0 04 0 IN 
YMRP 0 0000 1IN 
1SCALE ZMRP 972 aOQ4a 0250 IN 
PAGE 15
 






25 -in 	 10 19 20 13 30 z 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DA TA SET SYMBOL C¢MPIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 PARAMETRIC VA~kES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(SCL103) a OMIT 279-6AC JIF COUP. 0OGNOIWIP BETA 0.000 FLAP 0 000 	 REFS 2 5000 $0 FT 
ISCLtIS) El OMIT 279-OAC ZIF CONF. EOS-BIQNIWIZ9 	 REFL 1 2075 FT 
REFS 2 5000 FT 
XHRP 1094 0040 IN 
Y'RP 00DODO IN 
ZHRP 972 0004 IN 
MAC" 0.170 




LO SPEED AERO. CHARACTERISTICS OF GAC CONFo IIF EARTH ORBITING SHUTTLE
 



















00 -.	 15 IN as 3a 3 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL COJFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 PARANETRIC VALUES rEFERENCE INFORMATION 
(CLI0) 0 WIT 279-AC lIF CONF EOS-BONW142 BETA 0 000 FLAP 0 000 	 REFS 2.5000 so FT 
(SCLI133 3 GITT 279-&AC 1iF CONF. EOS-BIONXWI2K 	 REFL 1 2075 FT
 
REFB 2 5000 FT
 




ZNRF 972 0004 IN
 
SCALE a 0250




LOW SPEED AERO. CHARACTERISTICS OF GAC CONF. IIF EARTH ORBITING SHUTTLE 













so0 D lo ta1 20 as 30 35 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA AZT DYMOOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION FARAVETRI¢ VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
focLtw}} 0 WIT 270-OAC lir CONF, EOS-SICNIW12 DETA 0.000 FLAP 0,000 REPS 2.500 SQ FT, 
REFS 2.3000 FT. 







LOW SPEED AERO. CHARACTERISTICS OF GAC CONF. IIF EARTH ORBITING SHUTTLE
 
22 -_ 














<HR .0 T00 Z 
-.- 1 1 2 3 4 -5 6 7 9 10 11 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMIBOL. CcMrCUnATIOA DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(SCLO5Z) 0 OWT 279-&AC HIF CONF EOS-8I1 ALPHA 6 CHID FLAP 0 000 REFS 2 5000 SO FT 
CscLO3Z) 03 GWTT 271-GAC HIF C0OF LOS-BINIWI REFL 1.?075 FT 
CSCL042) 0 GRT 279-SAC IIF CORP EOS-S1,dIWIT REFS 2 5000 FT 
VMR 0 00001 ZN 
ZNRP 972 0004 IN 













-. 010 _ _ 
-. 015 
-.030 5 4 -3 2 1 a 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYABOL CONFbOURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(SCLOSZ) 0 GWT 270-GAC IF C0sF EOS-BINI ALPHA 6 000 FLAP 0 000 REFS Z 5000 SG FT
 
CsCL03zf O WITT 279-G*iC IF CORP. EOS-BINIWI REFL 1 2075 FT
 
(SCLO0Z) 0 CWTT 279-GAC IIF CONF. EOS-S1NlIT REFS 2 5000 FT
 
XHRP 1094 0040 IN
 YHRP 0 0000 IN 
ZHRP 972 0004 IN 
SCALE 0 0250 
PACH E 20 
PAGE 20
 





















0*TA SET SYIN50 CC rIGUPATIOM DESCRIPTI" FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
i 5CLft5) C) Gt4TT 279-6AC ZIP CONF CO0:-1NIV ALPHA 6 000 FLAP 0 000 REFS 2 5000 SO FT 
($CLO32) El OWT ZTg-GAC TIP COMF COS-DINT REFL 1 2075 FT 






MAC00 0 170 liLC 























-.10 .09 .00 .05 .10 13 20 .25 30 5 .40 
PITCHITNG MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 









lIF COE EoS-BZNI 
IIF CONF. EOS-B2N1WI 










XNRP 1094 0040 In 
YNRP 0 0000 IN 
ZmRP 912 0004 IN 
MACH 0 170 SCALE 0 0250 
PAGE 22 
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LOW SPEED AERO. CHARACTERISTICS OF GAC CONF. IIF EARTH ORBITING SHUTTLE
 






S 0.6 ' ___ 
-J: 







DATA SET SYMBOL CO*0IGURATIOM DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(ScLall, Q GUTT Zra-*AC JIF COF EOS-DON1 BETA 0 000 FLAP a000Q REFS 500 O SO FT 
(SCLOZI) 0 GWTT Z79-GAC ZIF CONF EOS-BZNJWJ REFL 1.2075 FT 
REFS 2 5000 FT 
XMRP 1094 OD40 IN 
YMRP 
Z0P a DODD972 0004 ININ 
HACH 0 170 SCALE 0 73.0 
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.-0 -. 55 -. 50 -45 -. 40 -.35; -. 30 -. 25 -. 20 -. 15 -. 10 a us0 10 is . .20 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CON FIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4 
(5CLO63) G W' T 279-GAC IIF CO)NF EOS-010IW BETA 5 000 FLAP ODuo PEFS 2 Saco SQ FT 
(SCLO73) OWGTT 279-OAC JIF CONF EOS-81014F135 REFL L. 2075 FT 
15CLOS31 0) GTT Z79-OAC IIF CORP EOS-810 4F11 3C REF5 2 Saco FT I.CLD931 L GWTT 279-GAC IJF COMF EOS-BI5NIW4F35CI0 	 XNRP 1094 0040 IN 
YMRP a Of00O IN 

















- Do , 0 .1 0 ,15 . 2 .2 3 . 0 , 3 3 .4 0 45 . 0 .0 5 . 0 .D5 .7 0 a s5 . 8 0 
DRAG COEFFICIENT, CO
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONIOUnATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(SCLO63) 0 OWTT 279-GAC 11F CONF EOS-BIONIW4 BETA 0.00D FLAP 0 aOO REFS 2.5000 80 PT 
(SCLO73P 13 OWTT Z?9-&AC IIF COW. EOS-810NIW4F30 REFL 1.2075 FT 
ISCLQ:5 I aW7T Z?DGiC IIF CONF. EO$-BlO iIW4F30C REFS 2.1000 FT {CCLO 3 O WTT 279-GAC IIF CONF. EOS-8I0NIW4F3CO XHRP 1094 OD40 IN.

Y0RP 00BUB IN, 
ZMRP 97 2 COA4 1N 
























































LOW SPEED AERO. CHARACTERISTICS OF GAC CONFo IIF EARTH ORBITING SHUTTLE'
 
I 





.0 0 o10 .15 .20 .25 .30 .35 .40 .45 .50 .55 SO 65 70 is 80 
DRAG COEFFICIENT, CD
 
DA TA SETSYMBOL CONF1URATION DESCRIPTION FARAMETfIC VALUES REFERENCE IINFORMATION 
(SeLIVr3 0 WTT 279-GAC tIF CONF. COS-810HZI1 BETA 0 000 FLAP a Goo REFS z 5000 SQ FT 
(SCL1133 O WTT Z79-OAC IIF COMF EOS-B10NIWlZK REEL 1 2075 FT 
REFS 2 5000 FT 
XNRP 1094 0040 1NYoRP a 0000 IN
 
ZHRP 972 0004 IN
MACH o.170 SCALE 0 0250
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